A combination ... Treatment Table and easy-roll Gurney

**Features & specifications**

**Combined use** All-purpose dry treatment table with an electric lift combined with a full service gurney. Fits any hospital work space, and speeds up patient handling.

**Dimensions** Top 21" x 46". Overall length (including push bar) 21" x 51". Drop-in Headrest Extender increases length to extra-long 54".

**Ergonomic height adjustment** For seated or standing in comfort 12" to 38" table top. Stainless steel, reinforced to prevent table bounce and dampen noise. Chassis is powder-coated steel with zinc anti-rust undercoat.

**Construction** All-welded to provide a solid feeling table, without wobble.

**Weight** Only 85 pounds – half the weight of many other treatment tables – rolls easily.

**Electric Lift** Rechargeable, has charging light. Capacity 250 pounds.

**Foot Switches** For height adjustment, 2 foot switches, one on each side of table.

**Push Bar** For pushing table and quick steering in tight spaces.

**Casters** Large 5" easy-roll. Swivel and lock individually.

**Olympic Socket System** Drop-in sockets at 4 corners for accessories.

**Watch video demonstration** www.OlyVet.com

**Order from your distributor**

- Olympic Treatment Table, complete with IV Pole and Instrument Tray..........................Model 50702
- Olympic Treatment Table, complete with IV Pole and 2 Instrument Trays..........................Model 50704
- Stainless Steel Headrest Extender for Treatment Table............................................................Model 50782

- 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
- Immediate shipment. In stock.